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ABSTRACT 
We introduce a new method for computing heat invariants a,(x) of a 2-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold based on a commutator formula derived by S. Agmon and Y. Kannai. Two explicit ex- 
pressions for a,(s) are presented. The first one depends on the choice of a certain coordinate sys- 
tem; the second involves only invariant terms but has some restrictions on its validity, though in a 
‘generic’ case it is well-defined. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let A4 be a d-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold without boundary 
with a metric {gu}. Let A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator (or simply the 
Laplacian) on M. In the coordinate chart {ui} it is written in the form 
(1.1) dd ’ 
where g = det{gii}, and {gu} d enotes the inverse of the matrix {gij}. 
The Laplacian is a self-adjoint elliptic operator acting on smooth functions 
f : A4 + R. Let {Xi, pi}: 1 be the spectral decomposition of A (considered as 
an operator in L2(M)) into a complete orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions pi 
and eigenvalues Xi, 0 5 Xr 5 X2... Consider the heat operator ePtA which is the 
solution of the heat equation (a/& + A)f = 0. For t positive, it is an infinitely 
smoothing operator from L2(M) into itself and has a kernel function 
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analytic in t and C” in x1 and x2, such that 
(ePfAf)(xi) = J K(t, XI 7 -4f(~2)&. 
M 
The following asymptotic expansion holds for the trace of the heat kernel: 
K(t,x,x) N nco a,(x)t”-$ 
as t 4 O+ ([Gl]). The coefficients a,(x) are called heat invariants of the manifold 
M; they depend only on the germs of the metric. Moreover, it is known that the 
heat invariants are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2n in the derivatives of 
{gg} at the point x ([G2]). 
Integrating a,(x) over the manifold one gets the coefficients of the expansion 
of the trace of the heat operator: 
7 e? - a;O (J u,(x, A)p(x)dx)F( - 5 a,$-$ 
M n=O 
where p(x)dx is the volume form on the manifold M. 
Heat invariants are metric invariants of the given manifold M and contain a 
lot of information about its geometry and topology (see [Be], [G2], [G3], etc.). 
For example, a0 determines the volume of M, al its scalar curvature (and hence 
the Euler characteristic in dimension 2). Higher coefficients are of a consider- 
able interest to physicists since they are connected with many notions of quan- 
tum gravity (see [F]). 
The structure of the heat invariants becomes more and more complicated as 
n grows; compare the formula for a3 ([Sal) with the formulas for* a4 ([Avl], 
[Av~], [ABC]) and as ([vdv]). For n > 5 no explicit expression for the heat in- 
variants is known, even though there are many algorithms to derive them - the 
computational complexity is so high that even with the help of modern com- 
puters it is impossible to get the result. 
In the present paper we introduce a new method for computing heat in- 
variants. We call it the commutator method since it is substantially based on a 
commutator formula by S. Agmon and Y. Kannai ([AK]) which deals with 
asymptotic expansions of the resolvent kernels of elliptic operators (let us note 
that the asymptotics of the relevant kernels associated with a self-adjoint rea- 
lization of the elliptic operator depend only on the local behavior of its coeffi- 
cients). 
In Section 2 we obtain the following concise reformulation of the Agmon- 
Kannai formula: 
Theorem 1.2. Let H be a a self-adjoint elliptic d@erential operator of order son a 
manifold M of dimension d < s, and HO be the operator obtained by freezing the 
coeficients of the principal part H’ of the operator H at some point x E M: 
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HO = Hi. Denote by Rx(x~,x~) the kernel of the resolvent Rx = (H - X)-l, and 
by FJ,(x~ , x2) - the kernel of Fx = (Ho - X)-l. Then for X + cc there is a following 
asymptotic representation on the diagonal: 
(1.3) Rx(x,x) w o(x)-’ 5 XmFY+‘(x,x), 
m=O 
and the operators X, are defined inductively by: 
X0=1; X,=X,_IHo-HX,_,. 
The commutator method may be applied to various problems of ‘heat kernel’- 
type (one may consider other operators instead of Laplacian, Laplacian on 
forms, etc. - see also [Kan] for the Agmon-Kannai formula in case of matrix 
operators). In this paper we are focusing on the simplest non-trivial question - 
what are the heat invariants of a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold? 
An advantage of the commutator method is that it yields explicit formulas 
for all 2-dimensional heat invariants (cf. [Xu] where recursive formulas for heat 
invariants of arbitrary Riemannian manifolds are obtained). They are given by 
the following 
Theorem 1.4. Let (u, u) be local coordinates in a neighborhood of the point 
x = (0,O) on the Riemannian 2-manifold M, in which the metric is conformal: 
ds’ = p(u, u)(du2 + dv2). 
Then the heat invariants a,,(x) are given by 
(1.5) a,,(x) = 5 F “5 Cn~sm~(~,~)k~nAk(~2k-2n~2s~2s)~u=0,,u=O~ 
m=n+l k=n+l s=O 
where C&s,,, are constants given by (3.12). 
The proof of this theorem is presented in Section 3. We also perform a test of 
the formula (1.5) which is described in the Appendix. 
Let us note that local coordinates in which the metric is conformal always 
exist (see [DNF]). We also observe that the derivatives of p(u, w) appear in (1.5) 
through the formula (1 .l) for the coefficients of the Laplacian. 
The expression (1.5) depends on a coordinate representation but it is possible 
to make it invariant rewriting it in special curvature coordinates which are in- 
troduced in Section 4. The resulting formula is no longer valid in general but is 
true ‘generically’. 
2. MULTIPLE COMMUTATORS 
We recall the notion of a multiple commutator of two operators, introduced in 
([AK]), which plays a fundamental role in the sequel. 
Definition 2.1. Let J be a finite vector with nonnegative integer components 
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and let A, B be linear operators on some linear space M. The multiple commu- 
tutor [B, A; J] is inductively defined for all such vectors J in the following way: 
(1) [B,A;O] = B 
(2) [B,A;f = [P,A;j- 1lJl 
(3) [B,A;J’J_il = [B[B,A;Jl,A;_il, 
where J Uj denotes the vector obtained by adding the component j to the vec- 
tor J to the right. 
We introduce a filtration on the space of all vectors with non-negative integer 
entries. Denote by V, = {J = (ji, ..,jr) : [.I1 + r = m}, where ]J] =jt + . . +j,. 
Let 
(2.2) X, = C [B, A;J], m > 1. 
JE V,,, 
Theorem 2.3. The operators X, satisfy thefollowing recurrent relation, 
(2.4) _X,=B; X,=BX,,_l+[X,_,,A], 
and are given explicitly by 
(2.5) X, = kg0 (-l,“(;)(A - B)kA”-k. 
Proof. Let us proceed by induction. Indeed, Xi = B since Vt consists of a sin- 
gle vector (0). In order to pass from X,,_ 1 to 1, we do the following. Let V,” 
denote the set of all vectors in Vm whose last entry is 0. Consider a mapping 
p: V, + V,,,_l defined as follows: for J= (jl,..,jr_l,O) E V,” we havep(J) = 
(jt, ..,jr_t) and for J = (jl , ..&) E V, \ V,” we havep(J) = (jt, ..& - 1). It is 
clear that the mapping p is well-defined. Moreover, it is a surjection and every 
element of Vm_l has exactly two preimages - one in V,” and one in its comple- 
ment. Applying the definition of a multiple commutator we prove the inductive 
step - BX,_l is the contribution of vectors from V,” and [X, _ 1, A] is the con- 
tribution of vectors belonging to V, \ V,“. This completes the proof of the first 
part of the theorem. For obtaining the closed formula, let us rewrite the re- 
current relations in the following way: Xi = A - (A - B) = B; X, = X, _ 1 A - 
(A - B)X,,_ 1. Proceeding by induction and recalling that (T) + (ky r ) = (mkf1) 
we get (2.5). 0 
Let us present the original Agmon-Kannai formula (see [AK]): 
Theorem 2.6. In the notations and conditions of the Theorem 1.2 the following 
asymptotic representation on the diagonal holds for the kernel of the resolvent Rx: 
(2.7) RX(x,x) - p(x)-‘&(x,x) + E ([Ho - H,Ho; JlF’J’+r+‘k4)), 
J 
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where the sum is taken over all vectors J of length 2 1 with nonnegative integer 
entries. 
Now we may prove the Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of the Theorem 1.2. Let us divide the above sum into sums over vectors 
J E V,, m 2 1. Then, setting A = HO, B = HO - H and applying Theorem 2.3 
we get formula (1.3), which completes the proof. Cl 
3. THE COMMUTATOR METHOD IN DIMENSION 2 
Theorem 1.2 is not valid for the Laplacian if d > 2. A way to overcome this 
difficulty for d = 2 is to consider differences of resolvents (this was pointed out 
to me by Y. Kannai). 
Lemma 3.1. Let Rx = (A - X)-l be the resolvent of the Laplacian on a 2-mani- 
fold M. Consider the diference of the resolvents R~,2,4 = Rx - REX. This operator 
has a continuous kernel Rx,~x(x~, x2) which has the following asymptotic rep- 
resentation on the diagonal as X --+ w 
where 
(3.3) b,(x) = (n - l)! . a,(x), n > 1. 
Proof. The difference of the resolvents RX,JX is a self-adjoint smoothing op- 
erator from L2(M) into the Sobolev space H4(M), and dimM < 4, therefore it 
has a continuous kernel (see [AK]). 
Let us now prove the expansion (3.2). 
Set z = -A, and let Rez > 0. We have (formally): 
1 f@+ddt = - 
z+A 
Therefore 
&) = -$ te-‘(A+z)dt - -7 t E t-1 +nane-zfdt. 
0 n=O 
Let us integrate both parts from z to 22: 
1 1 2rcc co 
-- ~ - 
z+A 2z+A 
/ 6 n’. a,t”e-“dt. 
For n = 0 we get: 
2: cc 
i ao/ eeztdtdz = 7 sdz = a0 log 2 = a& 
Z Z 
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For n 2 1 we get: 
2r Cc 
J / a,t”eP’dtdz = r(n + l)a,r -$ = (n - l)!a,,($ - &). 
Z 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. Let RJ,(x~, x2) be the kernel of the resolvent Rx = (A - X)-l. Then 
for X + co the d@erence of the resolvents has the following asymptotic rep- 
resentation on the diagonal: 
(3.5) Rx,~x(x,x) - P(X)-’ 5 &(F~+‘(xJ) - &:+‘(X>X)), 
m=O 
where 
(3.6) X, = 2 (-l)“(;)AkA,--! 
k=O 
Proof. Setting A = H and applying Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 3.1 completes the 
proof. Note that we can define X0 = Z without loss of consistence of the re- 
current formula (2.4.). 0 
Now we are ready to prove an explicit formula for the heat invariants in two 
dimensions. 
Proof of the Theorem 1.4. Let (u, U) be conformal local coordinates in the 
neighborhood of the point x = (0,O) (we can assume that x is the origin without 
loss of generality) on the 2-manifold M. As it was mentioned in the introduc- 
tion this is always possible. The metric in such coordinates has the form 
(3.7) ds2 = p(u, u)(du2 + dv2), 
and hence the Laplacian is given by 
(3.8) A = -p(u, ~)-‘(8~/&~ + d2/dv2). 
Our aim is to find the coefficient a,(x). In order to do this we have to collect all 
terms in the sum (3.5) containing (-A)-“. We use the following well-known 
formula (see [AK]): 
where A:(<l, CT) denotes the symbol of the operator A:, and (-X) 9-m is the 
analytic branch of the power which is positive on the negative axis. 
By formula (3.9) we get ]a1 = 2(]J] + r - n) = 2(m - n). Since the integral 
(3.9) vanishes unless both ai and cq are even we may put cq = 2m - 2n - 2p, 
02 = 2p, where 0 5 p 5 2(m - n). In polar coordinates this integral transforms 
into the product of two integrals: 
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d (4Lt2) + l)m+l 
,:,-2n-2pcy dcld12 
;s cos 2m-2n-2P cp sin2P cFdpT t "-"dt =- 
0 (t/p0 + l)“+’ 
= PO M-n+‘B(m-n-p+1/2,p+1/2)B(m-n+l,n), 
where po = p(O,O), and B-functions stand for the values of the first and the 
second integral in the product respectively (cf. [GR], formulas 3.621(5) and 
3.194(3); note that formula 4.638(3) which could be used directly for computa- 
tion of the integral in (3.9) is inaccurate). Expressing the B-functions in terms 
of r-functions we find that (3.9) may be represented as ( --X)-nImnp, where: 
Z mnp = (-1)“‘-“L&-~+l qm - n -p + 1/2)qp + 1/2)q.z) 
qm + 1) 
Since Ia] should be positive, we have m > n. On the other hand, as it was proved 
in ([AK]) the order of every operator [B, A; JI is not greater than IJ] + 2r and 
hence Ial < IJ] + 2r which implies IJI I 2n. Another statement from ([AK]) 
gives the same estimate on the length of the vector: r 5 2n. Therefore if we are 
interested in the coefficient a,, it is sufficient o consider X, with m 5 4n. 
Together with (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) this implies: 
Computing explicitly A:-” using (3.8) we may apply the obtained differential 
operator to the last sum in (3.10). Afterwards we change for conveniency one of 
the summation indices and omit the vanishing terms. Finally we obtain: 
(3.11) a,(x) = 5 5 “c” C,,k&(U, 0)k-nAk(U2k-2”-2sv2s)ju=0,u=0, 
m=n+l k=n+l s=O 
where the constants C&m are given by 
(3.12) Cnksm = 2 “c” ‘@ ;, ;, j; 1; T ::l:iz’2~‘~~~_-2~)~~:,;I ’ ‘2) . 
I=0 . . . . 
This completes the proof of the Theorem 1.4. 0 
4. CURVATURE COORDINATES AND AN INVARIANT EXPRESSION FOR a,(x) IN A 
‘GENERIC’ CASE 
The commutator method essentially involves non-invariant coordinate rep- 
resentation. Nevertheless, using a special substitution it is possible to get the 
result in an invariant form, though in such a way that it is valid for in some 
sense ‘generic’ germs of curvature functions on 2-manifolds. 
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Definition 4.1. Let x be a point on the manifold M, and K(x) = Ka be the 
Gaussian curvature at this point. Let (z, W) be coordinates near the point x and 
suppose that in a neighborhood of x the map 
(z, w) + (zK, wK) = (K - Ko, AK - AK& 
where AK0 = (AK)(x), h as a nonvanishing Jacobian. The coordinates (ZK, WK) 
are called the curvature coordinates in the neighborhood of the point x. 
Lemma 4.2. The operator A0 = A: may be written in curvature coordinates as 
Ao = -(Ed*/dz; + 2Fd2/dzKdwK + Ga*/dw;), 
where 
2E = 2,” = -A(z;) = 2KAK - A(K*); 
21; z 2g1* = -A(ZKWK) = KA*K + (AK)* - A(KAK); 
2G = 2g2* = -A(w;) = 2AKA*K - A(AK)*, 
and all the values are taken at thepoint x = (0,O). 
Lemma 4.3. In the new coordinates 
u = EG - F*ZK v = EWK - FZK, 
the Riemannian metric {gu} takes the following form at the point x = (0,O): 
(4.4) 
1 
ds2 = E(EG - F*) 
(du* + dv*), 
where E, F, G are as in Lemma 4.2. 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 are proved by easy computations. 
The proof of the Theorem 1.4 uses the conformal form of the metric in fact 
only at the point x = (0, 0), therefore we may apply this theorem to (4.4), and 
expressing the result in curvature coordinates we obtain: 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that curvature coordinates exist in some neighborhood of 
thepoint x = (0,O) E M. Then the heat invariants a,(x) aregiven by thefollowing 
formula 
(4.61 
a,(x) = 5 E “2” 2 (- 1)’ (;) C,&,,, ‘(;;;;;;i’ 
m=n+l k=n+l s=O p=O 
x Ak((K - Ko)*~-*~-~(AK - AKo)~)I,=(o,o)~ 
where C&s,,, are the same as in formula (3.12). 
Note that all terms in this expression are invariant - indeed, it is constructed 
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from the powers of the Laplacian and the Gaussian curvature taken at the given 
point. 
It is not always possible to introduce curvature coordinates - for example, on 
a standard round sphere the Gaussian curvature is constant and therefore such 
coordinates are degenerate. Nevertheless, they do exist ‘generically’: 
Theorem 4.7. In the space J’ of r-jets (r 2 3) of germs of analytic functions 
K(u, w) at thepoint x = (O,O), the set of r-jetsfor which the ‘curvature coordinates’ 
are degenerate forms an algebraic set of codimension at least 1. 
Proof. We demand the curvature function K(x), x E M be analytic near the 
point x E M in some local coordinates (and hence in any). One may show that 
every germ of an analytic function maybe taken as a germ of some curvature 
function. Indeed, if we write the metric locally in conformal form (3.7) the 
Gaussian curvature is given by 
(4.8) K(u, v) = ; n(logMu, v)). 
Clearly, for every analytic function K(u, w) there exists a function p(u, w) sat- 
isfying the above PDE with initial conditions K(0, 0) = KO (by Cauchy-Kova- 
levskaya theorem - see, for example, [ES]). 
Consider the space J’ of r-jets (r 2 3) of germs of analytic functions K(u, w) 
at the point x = (0,O). Non-degeneracy of the ‘curvature coordinates’ is 
equivalent to the nonvanishing condition for the determinant of the Jacobi 
matrix Jac(K, AK) at the point x. The equation Jac(K, AK) = 0 is an algebraic 
equation in the space J’, therefore (since the equality is obviously not identical) 
the set of its solutions is an algebraic set of codimension at least 1 (see [Br]) in 
the space J’. q 
APPENDIX 
As a further check of the formula (3.11) we programmed it (together with its 
slight modification for diagonalized metrics) using the Mathematics software 
(wol). 
Here is the result of the work of the program for al(x): 
1 
al(x) = g- 
Pi + P,2 - PUUP - PUVP 
IT P3 . 
On the other hand, using the formula (4.8) we get that 
K = P,2 + P,2 - PUUP - PWP 
2P3 
1 
and hence 
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where r = 2K is the scalar curvature at the point x. This coincides with the well- 
known formula for at(x) (cf. [G3]). 
Let us emphasize that our aim was just to test the formula (3.11); for compu- 
tational purposes Mathematics is not an efficient tool for our method - it does 
not manage to calculate even a2(x) for a general metric in reasonable time 
(though in particular cases of a ‘simple’ conformal metric with p(u, U) = 
l/(as + alu + azu), or a spherical metric ds2 = R2(d02 + sin2 8dp2) - here we 
used a modification of (3.11) for diagonalized metrics, - we found a2 (x), and the 
result also agreed with the already known (see [Gl], [G3])). The main difficulty 
is to compute high powers of the Laplacian, which is a differential operator 
with non-constant coefficients, and therefore the number of terms in the ex- 
pression for Ak grows exponentially in k. However, we think that programming 
the commutator method in a language like C or in some lower level language 
one may obtain completely explicit expressions for higher heat invariants and, 
hopefully, even for some unknown ones. 
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